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JAVA PATHFINDER [2],JPF, isa prototype translatorfrom JAVA toPROMELA,

the modeling language ofthe SpIN model checker[4].JPF isa product ofa major

effortby the Automated Software Engineering group at NASA Ames to make

model checking technology part of the software process.Experience has shown

that severe bugs can be found in finalcode using thistechnique [1],and that

automated translationfrom a programming language to a modeling language

likePROMELA Can help reducing the effortrequired.

JPF allowsa programmer to annotate his JAVA program with assertionsand

verifythem using the SpIN model checker.In addition,deadlocks can be identi-

fied.An assertioniswrittenasa calltoan assert method definedina predefined

JAVA class,the Verify class.The argument to the method isa boolean JAVA

expression over the state variables.The Verify classcontains additionaltem-

poral logicmethods which allow to statetemporal logicpropertiesabout static

variables.Hence JAVA itselfisused as the specificationlanguage.An application

of JPF isdescribed elsewhere in the proceedings [3].

A respectablesubsetofJAVA iscoveredby JPF, includingdynamic objectcre-

ation,object referencesasfirstclasscitizens,inheritance,exceptions,interrupts,

and perhaps most importantly:thread operations.Among major concepts not

translatedare:packages, method overloadingand overriding,method recursion,

strings,and floatingpoint numbers. Finally,the classlibraryisnot translated.
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Situation: A high pressure air jet from a table top is blown upwards into a cross flow. The

retroreflective material and source grid were placed outside the test section behind a

window. The light source, camera, beam spliller and cutoff grid are mounted on Ihe other

side of the wind tunnel. Light source was a xenon flash with a duration of I msec

Condilions: Jel Mach number was 1.07, Ihe wind lunnel velocity was 170 miles per hour,

wind tunnel temperature: 78.9 _' F.

Image by J.T. Hcineck, NASA Ames Research Ccnlcr.



For publication in an upcoming book titled "Flow Visualization: Techniques and

Examples" published by the Imperial College Press.

Reference: Photograph: "Retroreflective Focussing Schlieren (RFS) Image of a Jet

in Wind Tunnel"


